
Surface Maintenance repairer

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Experienced transportation coordinator looking to leverage prior job experience while seeking new
challenges that involve logistics, people, and the associated financial responsibilities. Eager to 
learn new skills and capable of managing multiple tasks to accomplish various goals. Works very 
well with others to communicate and accomplish tasks. Technically versed in Microsoft Office.

Skills

HVAC: Soldering / Leak Testing Copper Pipe, Reclaiming.

Work Experience

Surface Maintenance repairer
ABC Corporation  March 2008 – February 2014 
 Repaired and maintained military equipment at CSMS VT, Camp Johnson, as a Technician.
 Performed repairs and modifications on diesel and gas engine driven equipment.
 Repaired wheeled, generator, air conditioned, and forklift equipment.
 Tried to be as productive as I can, learning from previous tasks to perform future tasks within 

less time.
 Worked on my own vehicles at in my spare time to maintain theyre serviceability and 

reliability.
 Used specially designed testing methods and test equipment such as computerized test sets, 

precision gauges, electronic sensors, injector test stands, engine scopes, to assure that 
tolerance and safety factors have been met.

 Determined when parts should be cleaned, adjusted or replaced with standard parts to 
complete work orders.

Surface Maintenance repairer
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2008 
 Performed a wide variety of troubleshooting on different sized vehicles, repaired defective 

parts, and used different types of test equipment to get .
 Also have the duties of Safety/Environmental/Hazmat NCO, making sure SOPS are followed 

and training training of new personnel is conducted.
 Performed a wide variety of troubleshooting on different sized vehicles, repaired defective 

parts, and used different types of test equipment to get.
 Performed scheduled and unscheduled services and repairs on a multitude of Army vehicles.
 Service military vehicles Maintain a service schedule Diagnose problems and repair the 

various models of civilian and military vehicles.
 Gained in rank, and learned a lot more about the different levels of Logistics used in my field, 

Im have crossed trained into the office side of the maintenance facilities to gain more 
understanding of how the process works from the time a repair is inspected, written up, until 
it is processed, repaired and completed.

 Inspect and perform routine maintenance checks and services on a variety of military vehicles
including HEMTT, M915 Tractors, FMTV to ensuring they are kept at 10/20 standards.
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Education

High School Diploma
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